Congratulations to last month’s artist! – Chris Southard (age 11)
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Surviving Under the Ice
The same lake you visited in
summer, is too cold to swim in now.
But what about the animals that live
in the water? Even when the water
is frozen over, fish, amphibians,
reptiles, and invertebrates live
below the surface.

heart rate and breathing slow down. solid. The lake might be too cold for
Frogs are able to absorb the oxygen us to swim in, but it is still full of life.
they need through their skin
(Scientific American).
How do you prepare for
winter? Is it similar or
Reptiles, such as the painted turtle,
different to the ways that
spend winter buried in the mud.
animals in the water survive
These turtles have lungs and
winter?
Lakes and ponds do not freeze
usually breathe air so how do they
solid. Only the top layer of water
survive in the water? Turtles are
Definitions:
turns to ice and the water below
able to breathe through their butt.
remains liquid. Fish continue to
Really! They absorb oxygen through Amphibian: An animal that spends
part of its life cycle on land and part
swim in the cold water but are far
the blood vessels in their butt.
in water. Their body temperature
less active than in the summer
Painted turtles are especially
changes with the temperature
months. They often gather in groups amazing because they can even
near the bottom. Because they are
survive for a while with no oxygen at around them.
Reptile: Animals that breathe air,
less active, they are able to survive all (Litzgus).
have scales, and their body
with less food and oxygen.
temperature changes with the
Along with the fish, frogs, and
temperature around them
Amphibians, such as frogs, go
turtles, many small invertebrates
dormant for long periods of time in
survive under the ice as well. These Invertebrate: animal without a
the winter. During these dormant
insects and small critters survive by backbone
Dormant: an inactive state.
periods, they will lie on the mud at
hiding in the mud and becoming
the bottom of the lake and their
less active. Some can even freeze

Can it be Real?
Read each statement about these invertebrates that live in the water and decide if you
think it is true or false. Answers are at the bottom of the page.

1.

2.

3.

Cabbage
This creature collects an air bubble from
the surface of the water. It carries this
air bubble under its body and uses it to
breathe.

When this creature loses a
leg it can regrow it.

1. True (caddisfly larvae) 2. True (backswimmer) 3. True (crayfish)
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This critter carries around
a case that it builds out of
sticks and pebbles.

Featured Plant: Bladderwort
Bladderwort is an aquatic,
carnivorous plant. This plant
doesn’t have roots, instead it
floats under the water in lakes
and streams. The plant has
small, simple leaves and flowers
with 5 petals. Many seeds are
produced by each plant

along the stem. The bladders can
be dark in color or clear as in the
picture below. Each bladder has
a trap door that opens to suck in
tiny animals that pass by. The
animal is digested quickly by the
plant and the trap door is reset
(Britannica).

The name bladderwort comes
from the small bladders or traps

Carnivorous: feeds on other
animals

Frozen
Scavenger Hunt
Icicle

Snowman

Catch a Snowflake
Photo by Britannica

Photo by BugGuide

Featured Animal: Caddisfly
Many insects actually spend a
portion of their life underwater.
Caddisflies are an example of an
insect that lives underwater as a
larva and lives on land as an
adult.
The adult caddisfly looks very
different than the larva caddisfly.
As a larva, the caddisfly lives

underwater in a case that it
constructs with materials around
it. These cases are quite intricate
and can be made of sticks,
leaves, or pebbles. The caddisfly
drags the case with it as it
moves. The case provides
protection and camouflage.

Frozen Water

Larva: a young form of an
insect

Try at Home
Colder weather is a great time to
cozy up with a book about
nature. No matter your age,
there’s a great book for you. In
the Small, Small Pond by
Denise Flemming is a great
option for young readers. Or
consider Laureanna RaymondDuvernell’s Under in the Mud to
learn how 10 different animals
survive a cold winter.
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Color it (submissions due December 20th)

Contact Us
act Us

Hidden Lake Gardens
6214 Monroe Road (Hwy M-50)
Tipton, MI 49287
Phone: (517) 431-2060

Submit your coloring page for a chance
to be featured in our next newsletter!
Please email a clear photo or color scan of your
finished coloring sheet (including child’s name and
age) to Samantha Howard at howar279@msu.edu
by December 20th.

Follow us on Facebook
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